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Classmates and Grads Celebrate Bob Beahm’s Birthday 

George Shoener sent along a photo of Nellie Laughton, Bob Beahm, and himself at 

Hawaiian Shirt Give-Away Day at Oriole Park at Camden Yards. A couple of days prior to Bob’s 

birthday, the guys teamed up with the West Point Societies of Baltimore, Annapolis, and 

Chesapeake (primarily Delaware) to attend the Orioles’ game against the L.A. Angels. Bob not 

only got the nifty Hawaiian shirt, but the Orioles beat the Angles as an added birthday present.  

[Photo #1 – “Nellie Laughton, Bob Beahm, and George 

Shoener at Camden Yards preparing to visit the Hostlers”] 

 

John Cruden Returns from Alaska 

John Cruden reported in on the 4
th

 of July. He had just returning from a family vacation 

in southeast Alaska. They joined a National Geographic ship in Sitka and spent a week along the 

inner passage as they surrounded themselves with family in a beautiful world that looked a lot 

like heaven as they felt closer to Sharon. John’s four teenage grandchildren thoroughly enjoyed 

whale watching, moose tracking, bear observing, kayaking among sea lions, and kayaking in 

several different places. They particularly liked flying in a small plane over Glacier Bay National 

Park.  



[Photo #2 – John Cruden surrounded by family in 

Alaska”] 

[Photo #3 – “John Cruden kayaking and engulfed in nature’s splendor 

in Alaska”] 

 

Happy Fourth of July! 
I saw a number of fireworks scenes and good wishes online from classmates and families. 

As usual, John & Margie Hedley personified the celebration with a parade and opening their 

home to friends and family. This year the demographics were very different – Craig & Susan 

Carson and Ray & Mary Jane Rhodes couldn’t make it; however, the Hedleys’ daughter and a 

number of her friends who were with child at last year’s gathering brought along the fruits of 

their labors this year. The average age of this year’s festivity was decades lower and the Hedleys’ 

pooch seemed to stay away from lapping water in the pool. The traditional participation in a local 

town’s parade of years gone bye has morphed into a community procession that feels a lot more 

comfortable.  



[Photo #4 – “Tommy Barnes and John Hedley lead the now 

traditional 4
th

 of July community parade. Note Don Colglazier’s authentic NC license plate”]  

 

Remembrance Weekend – Sunday Tribute to Classmates Killed in Vietnam 
The Sunday event of our class Remembrance Weekend was held at the new Museum of 

the US Army close to Fort Belvoir, Virginia. Originally Gordon Tillery and Ralph Tuccillo had 

planned for us to walk a ways on the Museum grounds to personally view the 20 paver bricks 

that the class had donated. The names of our 20 classmates who gave their lives in the Vietnam 

War are carved into those bricks. In good 50 years after Ranger School manner, that portion of 

the event was scrubbed due to weather (the sun was shining – a lot) and we were redirected to the 

air-conditioned museum for self-guided touring until we were to assemble in a spacious 

conference room to witness a well planned and executed tribute to our classmates. This tribute 

was conducted under the direction of Ralph Tuccillo who began planning it a year ago. Each of 

the 20 tributes was written by a classmate, to last (exactly) two minutes and thirty seconds, 

consist of 10 PowerPoint slides, and be uniquely different from all other classmate tributes.  

[Photo #5 – “Gordon Tillery and Ralph Tuccillo were major coordinators 

for our Remembrance Weekend”] 



[Photo #6 – A 

last minute tweak and the new Army Museum: Dale Hansen, Rick Rhoades, Ralph Tuccillo, 

and Fred Johnson – Note the heavy eye-lids”] 

 

The Manpower Needed to Pay Tribute 

With the help of Karl Leatham, who has made a very comfortable retirement nest egg 

teaching the art of presentations, the COVID period of lockdown that was abundantly filled with 

rehearsals – lots of rehearsals – and editing – and it was worth it. The group of classmates who 

participated as representatives of fallen classmates and their family next of kin, as tribute writers 

and tribute readers, was magnificent and reflected how much the classmates who gave their all 

were loved and respected throughout the Corps. Great job guys. As a post script, a few months 

ago, the AOG wanted to write an article in West Point magazine on how classes of the 60s honor 

and remember classmates who were killed in Vietnam as well as how we include the families of 

these fallen. AOG asked for each class’ input not to exceed 300 words. Our class invited AOG 

members to come down to the Washington, D.C. area to see for themselves and Barbara St. John, 

the Memorial Support Manager, and Cathy Kilner ('90), the Director of Class Services came 

down for a peek. Not only did they observe but we threw them into the fray to complete various 

tasks that popped up. Thank you, ladies – I’m sure that you got more than your 300 words worth. 

[Photo #7 – “Karl Leatham in Command Central at the back of the 

conference room in the New Army Museum”] 

 

[Photo #8 – Note the number of different classmates it took and the various companies and 

regiments they were from to represent and pay tribute to our classmates who gave their all in 

Vietnam. 



 
 

Mike Havey’s Report 

Mike Havey surfaced at the June Remembrance Weekend gathering for good very good 

reasons – he escorted Bette Spengler Meuleners on Saturday at the Vietnam Veterans Memorial 

Wall in Washington, D.C. and he read the memorial tribute to Hank Spengler written by Jim 

Locher on Sunday at the U.S. Army Museum. Mike has been missing for so long that I had to 

get a write-up. After working for a dozen years as SAIC’s Director of its Threat Reduction 

Support Center for Defense Threat Reduction Agency, he worked for another 11 years as a 

Contractor for the National Geospatial Intelligence Agency (NGA) Research and Development 

Group.  He finally figured out he might as well turn back to government again, so he switched 

badge colors in NGA about 18 months ago. On another note, Mike’s junior namesake (referred to 

as “Young-son-Michael”) left the J3-Staff mid-May to take over the 1st Batt/7th FA out at Fort 

Riley, Kansas. Mike, Jr. was assigned to Gen Custer's quarters and has been counseled not to 

follow in his footsteps. He obviously obeyed that piece of advice since his command assignment 

includes moving his battalion to Europe in only a couple of months. Mike, Sr. also mused that, 

when Taps was played over the slow drum roll at The Wall, it was the first time he had ever 

heard the whole Mall area go completely silent.  

[Photo #9 – “Mike & Kit Havey with Dennis Rosenberry 

in background at the classmate tribute portion of our Remembrance Weekend at the Army 

Museum”] 



[Photo #10 – “Hank Spengler, Russ Baker, and Ace Reichert 

Cow year”  

 

Seen at the Army Museum 
At the conclusion of the tribute to our fallen classmates, we were honored and entertained 

by the very poignant and spot-on remarks from  Retired General Eric Shinseki (’65) a past Chief 

of Staff of the Army, Secretary of Veterans Affairs, and good friend of the class. Thanks also to 

Larry Jordan for coordinating this portion of Sunday’s event. 

[Photo #11 – “Part of the 4
th

 Regiment contingent: 

Steve Lyons, Bill McAdams, and Frank Robinson with others in the background” 

[Photo #12 – “Half of the F-2 Zoo contingent: Lucille & Jim 

Swinney with Dick Bowers and Bill Nash in the background”] 

 

After the Museum, More Free Time 
When the buses returned to the Sheraton, the Hospitality Suite was opened, the drinking 

lamp was lit, and more information and laughter was exchanged. We heard Vic Farrugia talk 

about the properties he had inherited from his father in New Orleans and the time and effort he 

and Christine put into restoring them. If you are interested in indulging yourself in an elegant and 

historic home, see what’s available on Vrbo on Erato Street in NOLA. When you book, ask for 

the classmate discount. 



[Photo #13 “Dapper Classmates Hank Gregor and Vic 

Farrugia take full advantage in sharing stories”] 

 

One More Event and Thanks 
The evening after the tribute at the Army Museum, we were blessed to attend our final 

event – supper on the hotel’s penthouse events facility where we had a wonderful view of the 

United States Air Force Memorial and a five sided day-care center. Prior to supper, we could 

partake in a “cash” (not charge to room, not charge to a card, no check – CASH) bar. Gordon 

Tillery sent along a photo of Bub Younts and Bob Balog setting up the “entrée card” table 

outside the bar where folks picked up cards identifying their pre-paid supper – all at once. Bub, 

Bob, and Marv Markley ran the table. There was ample confusion, when folks who had not paid 

to attend the optional dinner, and all who had paid showed up at once. The photo according to 

Bob is peaceful time– sort of like Omaha Beach an hour before H-hour. Also, thanks to Jess 

Gatlin for booking the West Point Alumni Glee Club (The Loose Cannons) for the event. They 

were wonderful – singing Old Corps and military favorites and an assortment of songs from our 

days at West Point and Southeast Asia. 

[Photo #14 – “Bub Younts and Bob Balog at the entrée card 

table for our last supper – they never knew what hit them”] 

 

Well, Maybe Just One More 

The Loose Cannons Glee Club and Gordon Tillery’s reminder of all of the classmates 

and families who had worked so long and so hard to make this weekend an event to remember 

gave us another reason to visit the Hospitality Suite just one more time. As hard as we tried, there 

was still liquid refreshments left over so Gordie grabbed Henry Riser and Charlie Lieb to get 

them to find a way to get rid of all of it. Did you know that Charlie was an auctioneer? So, off 

they went digging into the refrigerators and wine boxes to auction off everything, Everything 

must go! Janet Lieb brought back the TP and paper towels from the restrooms and the Red Solo 

Cups from a closet that was left open by the custodial staff. Kathy Shipley jumped into the 



bidding early – to boost the prices up – but kept “winning.” Since they were flying out the next 

day, they couldn’t take all the liquid with them. The final item to go the next morning was the 

banner that was displayed in the hotel lobby – taken by Fred Johnson. What a weekend – the 

Class Admin Fund was bolstered and we all agreed to room together next semester… 

[Photo #15 – “Fred 

Johnson and Charlie Lieb trade a Class Banner for a wad of cash”] 

 

One More Alan Aker Encounter 

Charlie Beckwith’s encounter with part of Alan & Ann Aker’s progeny struck a chord 

with Jim Altemose. Back at our 35
th

 Reunion, as you may recall, we held a group of fund-raising 

drawings for which several of our classmates donated the prizes. Jim & Fran and won one of 

those drawings: an eye surgery procedure donated by Alan but which, at the time, had not yet 

been formally approved. It took a little over a year before Alan called Jim & Fran announcing the 

approval and asked when they could get Fran down to Boca Raton for the surgery. Alan & Ann 

even put them up at their guest house. Jim & Fran met young doctor-to-be Jonathan and his sister 

during their stay there. Fran went from cataracts and terrible vision to no cataracts and 20/20 

vision virtually overnight. Her first eureka moment was at a restaurant the evening of the surgery 

when she was handed a menu and shrieked loud enough to garner the attention of everyone in the 

restaurant. She could read the menu without glasses for the first time ever! Pretty cool stuff Alan 

and Jonathan are doing. Jim wrote to relate his flashback from Milan after arriving in Italy back 

on 6 April. They were in Sicily for a month and then ferried into Italy at Messina, toured the 

southern provinces, and turned left and North at Lecce to head up to Abruzzo and Fran’s 

maternal roots. At the end of June, they moved to Basel where they were to embark on a river 

cruise on the Rhine in early July; however, coming down with COVID caused them to forego the 

cruise, so they spent a week in Basel and then moved on to Milan. They still have a month 

remaining in Milan, Florence and Parma before flying back to Atlanta on 10 August. With 

COVID limitations over the past couple of years and then spending four-plus months in Italy, Jim 

has not had much contact with classmates; however, he did report that Mike Peters is 

entertaining his extended family this summer and that Jon Anderson is doing well.  



[Photo #16 “Alan & Ann Aker with Fran 

& Jim Altemose on the evening after Ann’s surgery in 2005”] 


